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Beginning Swift Games Development for iOS: Develop 2D and 3D games Using Apple's SceneKit and SpriteKitApress, 2017

	Learn the fundamental elements of the new Swift 3 programming language as applied to game development for new iOS 10.


	In Part 1 of this book, you'll start with a basic 2D game idea and build the game throughout the book introducing each SpriteKit topic as you add new functionality to the game. By the end of the book, you'll...
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My iPhone (Covers iPhone 3G and 3GS) (3rd Edition)Que, 2009

Step-by-step instructions with callouts to iPhone images that show you exactly what to do.

 

Help when you run into iPhone problems or limitations.

 

Tips...
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Apple Pro Training Series: Motion 4 Quick-Reference GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	Motion 4 allows you to create simple text graphics or complex animations for your visual projects (documentaries, features, news, digital signage, and so on). With an easy-to-learn interface and rich tool set, Motion is your in-house special effects solution.


	Designed as a desktop companion for both editors and motion graphics...
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iPad for the Older and Wiser: Get Up and Running with Your Apple iPad, iPad Air and iPad MiniJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Apple’s iPad puts a limitless world of entertainment, communication, and everyday functionality in the palms of your hands. iPad for the Older and Wiser, 4th Edition quickly teaches you how to make the most of your new gadget with easy-to-follow instructions.


	Fully updated to include the iPad Air and iOS 7, this...
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Steve JobsSimon & Schuster, 2011

	Based on more than forty interviews with Jobs conducted over two years—as well as interviews with more than a hundred family members, friends, adversaries, competitors, and colleagues—Walter Isaacson has written a riveting story of the roller-coaster life and searingly intense personality of a creative entrepreneur whose passion...
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The Pragmatist's Guide to Corporate Lean Strategy: Incorporating Lean Startup and Lean Enterprise Practices in Your BusinessApress, 2018

	
		Use this practical, step-by-step guide on lean agile strategy to harness technological disruption at your large business to successfully advance your business rather than suffer a loss of business. The lean agile enterprise concept is demystified and translated into action as the author shares his experience with both success and major...
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Unix in a Nutshell, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2005
As an open operating system, Unix can be improved on by  anyone and everyone: individuals, companies, universities,  and more. As a result, the very nature of Unix has been  altered over the years by numerous extensions formulated in  an assortment of versions. Today, Unix encompasses  everything from Sun's Solaris to Apple's Mac...
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Professional Cocoa Application SecurityWrox Press, 2010

	The first comprehensive security resource for Mac and iPhone developers


	The Mac platform is legendary for security, but consequently, Apple developers have little appropriate security information available to help them assure that their applications are equally secure. This Wrox guide provides the first comprehensive go-to...
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Transitioning to SwiftApress, 2014

	Developing apps for Apple’s broadening platform of devices is an exciting topic these days. Apple created the Swift programming language to build state-of-the-art apps using the latest Apple technologies.


	In this 200-page book, author Scott Gardner articulates the similarities and differences between traditional Objective-C...
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Being Geek: The Software Developer's Career HandbookO'Reilly, 2010

	
		As a software engineer, you recognize at some point that there's much more to your career than dealing with code. Is it time to become a manager? Tell your boss he’s a jerk? Join that startup? Author Michael Lopp recalls his own make-or-break moments with Silicon Valley giants such as Apple, Netscape, and Symantec in...
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Mac OS X Bible, Panther EditionVisual, 2004
According to popular legend, a Mac is so easy to use that you don’t need to read books about it. Alas, if only that were true. The fact is, to harness all the power of Mac OS X would take a substantial amount of time of exploring and tinkering. The reality is, not everyone has the time, the inclination, or the patience...
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Telescope Optics : Complete Manual for Amateur AstronomersWillmann-Bell, 1988
The authors gratefully acknowledge the help of Klaas Compaan, who was our advisor during the writing of this book. He guarded us against a number of errors and unclarities and also allowed us to publish the data for some of the new optical systems he has designed.

We received further support from Richard Berry, our editor. He invested a...
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